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ABSTRACT the flow. Both naturaland forcedconvection effects were
investigated.

Drift-empiacedwastecanistersareunderconsideration
for the long-term storage of high-level spent fuel in the [. INTRODUCTION
proposed underground repository at Yucca Mountain.
These canisters will be placedon pedestals above the floor The design of canisters to be used for the long-term
of the drifts and exchange heat with the wails of the drift storage of high-level nuclearwaste have pmgztmed from
and with air circulatingthrough the repository.. To assess the borehole model indicated in the original site
the requirements of the re.tmsitory ventilation system, characterization plan to drift-emplaced multi-lmrlmse
values of the dimensionless convective heat transfer containers. These canistersmay contain21 or mote PWR
coefficient and the pressure drop across individual fuel assembliesL A oross-v_ctioml view of the drift and
canisters were measured in a experimental model of a emplacedwaste is shown in figure t.
drift. The results were curvefined as functions of the

spacing between the canistersand the Reynoldsnumberof Removal of decay heat is impomm if the Zircaloy
degradationtemperaum"of 350"Cis am to be exceed_L
Above this temperature,the oxide layer on the cladding
grows continuously leading to early failure. In the

-/ _ prectosure drift system, air ventilation will provide
- convecuoncooling of thecanisterwails andradiative heat

:rat exchangewith the drift walls will remove decay heat.

._tuiupurpo,,, _ae properdesignof the requiaai_,positoryventilation
./ Container systemmustbebasedona knowledgeofdietollIxessme

"'' dropexperiencedas&ifpassesihnmghthedriftsandover
r_" _''°"'" the waste canisters. Knowledge of the convection heat

transfercoefficient between the waste canistersurface and
' _ the flowing air will also be needed by the designer. The
i'i / convective heat transfer from the canisters and the• '?

__..it_' pressure dropsmay be determined through appropriate
_-- P_.<_estat computermodels, however, a scale experimental model of

• the drift/wastecanister geometry,providesaccurateresults
-..... - of dimensionless pressure drops and heat transfer

"" "' coefficients as functions of air flow rate and ambient

','olcamc 7-£f temperatures.

Fig t. Cross-SectionalView of a In this study, an experimentalmodel of a repository
Drfft-EmplacedWaste Canister drift was constructed at the University of Nevada. Las

OF: I'HIS DOCUMENT IS UNLIMI I_u
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A. Forced Convection Heat Transfer

Convectiveheat transferis quantifiedthroughthenon-

j._!_/---. .,_ dimensionalNusselt number.

_'_ZlIIlU kf
-"."lln_lF

"_____ i where, h- convection toe fficient (WImZ-K_

,: k - air thermal conducuvity (WIre-K)

q ,,u, _ The heat transfer rate due to cenvecdon is given in

" -' = _ "/' '/ camstertermsOfsurfacethetemperatUreandthe ambientdifferenCeair.,between the waste

" _ -/. :/ "'"** 4,=, = ha,(T- T,,) (2)

" _" Nusselt numbers ate ftmcuons of the air velocity,
kinematic viscosity, drift and eamster dimmsiom, and are
often determinedexperimentally. Cutvefm ate used to
express Nu as a function of the Reynolds number.

Fig 2. Combined Conduction.Convection. (U.d/v), and the Prax_ number (via) of the fluid. As
and Ra,diationHeat Transfer a non-dimensioml parameter,Numelt numbezs obtained

from a Waste Canister froma scale model can be directly applied to the full scale
prototype. For heat transferto fluids in a circular pipe,
the Dittm-Boelter relatim_ can be used:

Vegas to mve_gate fluid flow and thermaltransportaixmt

waste canisters in underground drifts. The model has Nod.. 0.023ReO.spyn (3)
provided pressuredrop data. vis_li,_tion of temperature
distributions, and heat transfer coefficients. This work where, n - 0.4, for heating of the fluid

complements computational studies on repository, a - 0.3, for cooling of the fluid
temperaturedistributions.:

B. NaturalConvection Heat Transfer

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In the absence of forcedair flowing over the waste

The flow of heat from the experimental model canister, heat may be convected from the surface of the
canister by nanwal convection cunents set up in theapprommama fne effect of heat transfer from a waste

package in an tmaergroundrepository. Threeheat transfer ambient air. Naturalconvection is expressed in terms of
mechanisms affected the cooling of waste canisters in the the Grashof number for the flow:
repository, drifts. Conduction through the pedestal.
convection to the air. and radiationheat transfer between G.,"= g/9(7"-T,)d J (4)
•e ,he wall all conmbute to the v:

removal of the maximum 21 kilowatts of heat from the where t3 " I/T for an ideal gas. The Rayleigh number is
package. Fimn-e 2 summarizes the paths followed by the also used. Ra - Gr Pr. ..ks in the case of forced
heat generated by a model of a waste canister into the convection, the heat transfer rate is often ctavefitted in

environment, terms of the Reynolds number in an equationof the form:

An analysts of the totalheat lost from a waste canister Nua = a Ra" (5)

accounted for ail of these mechanisms and allowed the where a and n are coefficients of the fit. For the spec.ificeffect of convection heat transfer from the camster to the
case of natural convection from horizontal cylinders,

air flowing through a drift to be computed. The relevant
Churchill and Chu4 suggested the following relationship

equations necessary to summarize the heat loss will be valid for 105 < Gr Pr < 10_2:
described.



wheresubscript I indicates the waste canistersurface and
._-_,--0.60 * 2 representsthe intenor driftwail surface. By combining

_/6 (6) the first two equations, the radiationheat transferterms in
Gt, Pr, _ch equauon were equated and the total heat generated

0.3_71[1 -,O.559/PrW*cql_gi from the waste canister model can be expressed in terms
• of convection and conduction terms from each surface.

is shown in the thirdequation.
In this woric, heat u_asfer from the model waste

camster m stamaat air was measuredand expressed in the F. _essute Drops
form of simtlarcurvefits. The results will be comparedto

the above .equ,_auon. Minorpressurelossesdue to _oas inpipe flows

C. Coaaaeuon Heat Transfer are often expressed in terms of a loss coefficient, K:_

-_p
As shown m figure 2, heat transfer can occurthrou_a K = 1 (I0)

the pedestal or through the floor of the model and the _ Or U-2
layers of insuiaUon surrounding the experimentaidrift.
Such heat losses may be accounted for by using Founers The loss coefficientmay be a flag, on of geomeu7 and
Law: the Reynolds number of the flow.

El,ran= -kA d__.._T (7) III. EXPERIMI_IT DESCRIFrIONdx

where x is measured through the insulation or the drift The actual drifts will be approximately7 meters m
wall. diameter and house waste canisters al_ommately 4

meters long with a diameter of 1.2 m.: Crmsflowing air
D. Radianon Heat Transfer will be necessary to remove decay heat from the canisters

•and to provide an environmmt cod enough for hmnaa
The flow of heat from the waste canisters is governed operators. The spacing between canistm's will depend

by the emissm .ty of the waste canister wall and of the upon the desired area power demity.
drift wall. the temperatmes of each surface,and the shape
factor between the two surfaces. For one surface A labotatmy model of the drift and ump_o'.,d waste,

completely smaxamded by another, the radiation heat was constructedat the University. of Nevada. Las Vegas
tramfer may be approximated by:5 andis shown in figure 3. Clear plexiglas tubing with an

diameter of 152 mumand a thicktmmof 12.7 mm

:rA, I_*- T _, was used m model the drift. The total length of the drift
=

q"_ 1 , 1 _I A, i8) model was 8.5 m. A slotted plate and flow mmighteners
--"t _ !'_ wereused to condition the input _ flow. All automated_' - pitot tube traverse with potation t'e_Ib_k and a

uansducerwas used to measure the volumetric flowrate

E. Totat Heat Transfer through the drift model. A computer-based data
acquisition system controlled the u-averse.

The totalheat transfer from the waste camstershownm
figure 2 accounts for ,the loss of heat by radiant exchange A precision micromanometerwas used to calibrate the
with the drift wall. by conducuon through the floor, and pitot tube traverse, measure the static premm¢ of the air
by convecttot, to the ambient air. The drift wall in the reside the driftmodel, and to determinetim pre,,sma¢drop
experimental model losses heat through convection to the across the test section.
internal fluid flow and bv conduction throu_ the outer
layers of "=suiation to the environment. The The 2 meter long test section housed models of the
corresponding neat balance equations are: waste packages. The wastecanister models were

constructed from aluminum to a 1150scale. Core heaters

.0¢=: q.-ona-I" _',_,--t "q_a were placed in the canister models to simulate the
_r : 4_,_-2 " q,_,,-., generationof decay heat. The test sections was wrapped
c_;,,,: q-,al-I" q,_a-2" q_..,-t" ct-,,,-2 in three layers of insulation to prevent heat loss by

(9) conduction. The 6.35 mm thick layers of insulationwere



tlow
;-!_W d4ulalOlm@at ._eCtlOn :_,Jw Mellltu'et_lent _act|oQ

-_, _ _ One canister was coated with ,quid crystals and
-- --'='... ...... photographsof the canistershowed the temperature

'i distnbuuonasa functionofambientflowrate.L..a,;
.'lOtt4'q pltt_ _ 3w ltrlllilltellerl

_..=.,.. p,_o,T,_b, Additionalinstrumentation available in the laboratory
:.... " included a Dantec two-component laser Doppler

___.L--- veiocnneter and a TSI hot wire anemometer for air
h,,ai-" vetoci .ty measurements. Air density was calculated from'.'It Se_aot ,_

............. - atmospheric pmss_e measured by a Natioml Weather

.-- .... Bureautypemercurybarometer.......-...'-'_

/

:'_'=" "°"=' ---- This flexible experimentalsetupworked quite well fort_, _ 4 _.

• -t _ _ -_ the measurement of pressme drops and heat transfer
:_r, H,,,, r_,,=_,,,, o=,_,,, coefficients.

_lnl_S ace point references.

prectlon mt©ll

_'_"_" IV. RESULTS
_zat Se@t_on

i A tmal of 36 experimental rum were made m observe
the affect of varying canister spacing and flowrates on

-o,*,t,,,_,a_ 8_ = heat transfer rates,The power to the coteheaterwas
Plu_l_ Tul_ Inner Dleamet_r: 01 -'l m

limited to prevent an exceasive amount of heat lossfrom
Fig. 3 Fa_rimemal Setup for Fluid Flow the waste canister by radiation. In a typical rum

anO Heat Transfer Studies about approximately 0.15% of tim totalheat getmmted by the
Drift-FJ_nplacedWaste Canisters canister was lost by conduction bemeen the canister and

the floor of the drift. 3.1% of the available heat was

formed from two layers of almnmum sandwiching air- transferred by conduction through the imndation
fdled plastic bubbles, surrounding the drift model and 3.8% was lost by

convection between the drift wail and the internal air flow.

A total of five canisters were placed in the drift to

provide an established velocity, distribution to model a In tim case of tmtmal convection, aplmmiltmtely 20% of
sequence of canisters m a drift. The central canister was the generated heat was lost through the insulated walls.
heavilyiastrumentedwith thermocouplesand a core
heater.Variacsandpower resistorswereusedtocontrol A. PressureDrop Data

theheatoutlmtand tomeasuretheelectricalpower into
thecot',heater. Pressuredrop data was acquiredfor a rangeof

Reynolds numbers as shown in figure 5. The spacing

Eighteen type-K thermocoupies were used to measure
the surface tem_rature of an instrumented canister, drift
wall temperatures, and air inlet and oudet temperatures. , ,_.., ...-

The locations of the thermocouples are shown in figure 4. -" "-=---------- ,:f
;-,_ ,,_ ============================================Thermocouples sensedthe temperatureson the sides,., ..................................L., . . "::

.I

bottom, top. front, and back of the instrumented waste .,,.,.,,,,..
canister. The thermocouples were connected to an --. _ .--.
amplifier/ice point reference and an Omega readout device

accurate to :0.1 K. Thermocouples located on both sides _, ") __': : ;) (') i ")of the plexizlas cylinder and throughout the layers of _ {*I * • ° '
insulation provlded data used to predict the conduction
losses through the drift wall. The thertnocouples were , , !
calibrated versus an NIST-standard mercury thermometer _ _
with a resolution of :0.001 K. Data from the } -"-'_'

thermocouples was used to compute Nusselt numbers as Fig. 4 Location of Thermocouples
functions of both Reynolds and Prandd numbers in the in the Experimental Setup



_axrvefittedusing a regze_ion analysis for the
0.16 _ ' 'i range of 4,000 < Re,_< 25,000:

-I/d = 5.331 j K= 0.7314Re°3°_ I-_t) (11)

0.14 _- - .... i ,-i/d = 4.001 The standard error for the fit was 0.041.
0.13 b ..... _,...........

0.12 _-.......... ,t ............................... , B. Visualization

Y- 0.11 _-.......... :" ......................................... Color slideswere ',akmaof a single canister
- coated with liquid crystals for various flowrates.

0.1 _ ..................................... A.... ,.......................... The slides demonstrated that regiom of limited
" 4k ""A,a_ flow existed neat the bottom leading edge of each

0.09 F-........................................_........................__. Theseregionsal_ ashot spots and
r '--"..

0.08 [--.......................... i"..-:..,:..................._............. may df_et the internal t_ape_ of the spent
: Q.. "'_'-" fuel. This effect is observed in figures 6a and 6b.

0.07 _.......................................................__ ...._. ......... Tem_m m_ fromthesurfaceof
._ waste package using thennoeouples were non-

0.1_ r ........ dimemiomlizcd to expt'ms the ratio of the local
0 513013101300 15000 213000 2513130300130 convectiveheat loss to theaverageconvective heat

Re loss. This data is _d in the two figures.

Fig. 5 Loss Coefficients for Canisters _, (T - T_,_ (12)
in a Driftwith 3 Different Spacings (1,,t 'iT_nr-T,,I

Figure 6 was valid for (l/d) = 5,33, d/D = 0.25,

between canisterswas varied and the data is valid ford/D and fora total heat generation of 11.4 watts.
= 0.25, l/d = "r.33,and for 4,000 < Red < 30,000. The
datawas obtainedacross a section that included 5 identical In figure 6a, the flow was _d off and natural
model canisters. The total pressure drop was computed convection existed from tim _m_I surface. The
based on one containerand expressedin termsof the non- resultingNusseh numberbased on canisterdiameterwas
dimensional less coefficient, K, as shown m figure 5. 14.4. The heat flux disu'ilanionwas fairlyuniformacmm

the surface and slightly lower at the two ends. The
thermocoupleson thebottomof the canisterwerein

The loss coefficientdecreased as the spacing between contact with tim "drift" wail and ate not influenced by
canisters decreased. This was likely due to the limited naturalconvection, They were included to illustrate the
space available for wake formation in the closer spacings relative temperature, only.
and the subsemlent loss in wake drag. The data was

Figure6bshows theeffect of ai_flowaorom the surface

Airflow
0.88 1.07 t. I3 1.12 f

v v _' '='. 0.70 0.96 1.49 1.3B

0.84t • • • " 0 83 / \_
' 12 1.06 0.50 • I • • '> _i0.14

' 1.54 105 /
' /

/

'\

0.57 '09 ..¢ ,,.--
0.92 1.32

Fig. 6(al Non-Dimensionalized Temperature Fig. 6(b) Non-Dimensionliged Temperature
Distribution. Natural Convection Distribution. Re_-17,580



t7.550 and Ntt,= 142. ,'Shethermocoupies at the front '.' CONCLUSIONS
and back of "Ze camstet ex_nenced mucia lower
temperatures than those on the sides. A zone of low heat Proper modeling of the waste canister surface and
flux existed on the leaning edge at the top of the camsmr internal temperaturedistribution will require a knowledge
and the flux rose rapidly toward the trailing edge. ,The ,)rthe convective heat transfer that occm's m the drift. An
thetmocouples iocama on the side vertfied the liauid =.xvenmentalsetup has been commmted that allowed the
_.-rystal visuaiizauon showing regions of pronounced measurement of overall Nussett numbers and pressure
temverature nse aiong the sides toward the leaning edge drops.
of the canister.

dam providedfromtheseexperimentsprovided
C. Nusseit Numbers, Forced Convection plots and canwefitsdescribing tim Nusselt numbers for

both free and forced convection,andthein'essmedrops
The convective heat transfer from the surface of an across the canisters, for a waste package to drift diameter

instrumented waste canismr was accounted for by using ratio of 0.25.
equations 9. _ resulting dam, plotted in figure 7.
showed that tim canister spacing had very little effect on Experiments are now urmimwayto m_mum similar
the convection heat transfer. A regression fit of the dam vaiuesfor a range of waste package model diameters. To
for all 36 rims provided the following equation: model the actual drift/canmt_ gtmme_a'yin mcm detailotim

bottom of the drift will be filled to approximatethe floor
I _0.01_a

The stamiarderrorfor the fit was 29.1. The Dittus- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Boelter eqmnon (3) was used for comparmon and
demonstrated good agreement between tim new data and This work was fund_ by tim U.S. Delmrammt of
previous results for the similar geometry,of convecuon EnergyunderCooperative Agrmmmtt#FCX_90NVI0872.
from the walls of a circularpipe. Special thanks am extended to Mark Jones and Robert

DeGutes for their excellent work in tim laboratory
D. Nusseit Numbers, Natural Convection experiments.

For each of the 36 experimental rum, thermocouple NOMENCLATURE
temperatmes were sampled beforethe flow was turnedon.
This provided data on the natural convection from a a coefficient
cylindrical canisterma very.long pipe. The resulting dam .Z, surface area
is shown m figure 8. cond conduction

cony convection

The ChurcniU-Chuequauon(63isshownasadashed d wastecanisterdiameter
line on the figure forcomparison. Note that the Nus_it D drift diameter
number decreases as the spacing increases. A regression f fluid

g gravitationalacceleration
fit of the available data yielded: Gr Grashofnumber

/)-o.o566 h convective heat tramfer coefficient.Vu_=0,00382 (G.r:H:)°_ ! - (14) k thermal conductivity
K loss coefficient

The standarderrorforthe fit was 1.704. The datawas I spacing between canisters
valid for 150.000 < Gr,Pr, < 220,000. The resultsshowed n coefficient
that the heat transfer rates for natural convection from

Nu Nusselt number
canisters in a cylindrical drift exceeded the case of long Pe Peclet number

cylinders with no enclosure by 12% to 50% over the Pr Prandd number

indicated range. Ra Rayleigh number
rad radiation

T temperature
T. tree streamtemperature
U. free stream velocity



o_ thermal _'fustvity or the fluid

_/T
c emissivi .ty

p density, of the fluid
o Stefan-Boltrmannconstant

v Idnemauc,,_coslty. of the fluid
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